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ABSTRACT

International relations (IR) scholarship rests on a conception of ‘the international’ based on the experiences of core actors. A burgeoning literature has asked what IR would look like if non-core actors’ conceptions of ‘the international’ were also considered. This article analyzes conceptions of ‘the international’ in Turkey as an example of a non-core context. In doing this, the article develops and offers a new analytical framework which breaks down the components of conceptions of ‘the international’ into three questions: ‘what’, ‘who’, and ‘where’ of world politics – namely, the main dynamics of world politics, the main actors of world politics, and the location where world politics takes place. I utilize this framework to empirically analyze the election manifestos and party programs of the political parties in Turkey, and tease out their conceptions of ‘the international.’ The article concludes by considering the implications of these findings for IR scholarship in general.
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Introduction

The discipline of International Relations (IR) is about relations among different and diverse actors which together constitute world politics. Yet the main concepts, categories, and prevalent understandings in IR do not always reflect this diversity. This is because these are drawn mainly from the particular experiences of core actors, whereas ideas and experiences of non-core actors do not always make it into IR scholarship. A growing body of IR literature problematizes the issue of overlooking non-core actors’ ideas and experiences, and asks what IR would look like if views of non-core actors were considered. This article aims to contribute to this literature by examining the conceptions of ‘the international’ in a non-core context, namely...
Turkey, so as to offer one way of moving beyond this current state of affairs in the discipline.  

The ideas of Turkey’s leaders and policy makers in analyzing the country’s foreign policy has been on the Foreign Policy Analysis (FPA) literature’s research agenda for a number of years. FPA studies highlight the ways in which ideational factors such as worldviews, role conceptions, visions, and perceptions shape different aspects of Turkish foreign policy. Otherwise informed by different theoretical and methodological approaches, what these studies commonly argue is the necessity to inquire into the views of decision makers to analyze Turkish foreign policy making. That said, this article differs from FPA studies on Turkey in two ways. First, it takes ‘the international’ as its core concept as opposed to other terms as noted above. I derive this concept from a specific discussion in IR theory literature. In this literature, ‘the international’ is defined as a ‘distinct space of social interaction’ and a ‘distinct location of politics.’ As will be elaborated below, studying non-core actors’ understandings of ‘the international’ constitutes one of the central topics in this discussion. Second, and relatedly, this article is interested in the conceptions of ‘the international’ in Turkey for their implications for IR theorizing in general. In this sense, it differs from the FPA literature on Turkey, which is concerned with the impact of ideational factors on policy practices of Turkey.

In IR, the importance of and the necessity for studying the ideas and experiences of non-core actors with regards to theorizing world politics have been discussed by a wide group of scholars. Accordingly, they define IR as a discipline which should be ‘devoted to relationship, interconnection, diversity and discontinuity.’ However, they underscore that IR’s exclusive focus on the roles, ideas and experiences of core actors, and its relative disinterest on non-core actors render the discipline ‘inadequate to the task of understanding the international.’ That is because, although they seldom get recognition for their significant roles, non-core actors are, in fact, shaping different aspects of world politics including, but not limited to, the modern state system, capitalism, and ideas. This article is particularly interested in the ideational dimension, i.e. non-core actors’ perspectives on world politics. These perspectives are important, suggests Seth, since the ‘contestations over meanings’ are as significant as the struggles over resources and power in world politics. However, in IR divergent meanings and historical experiences have rarely been discussed due to the assumption that the main concepts, categories, and understandings of the discipline are valid across time and space. Accordingly, although IR is based on the ‘peculiar histories, memories, rationales, values, and interests, all bound by time, space, and specific political languages and values,’ it does not always reflect on this particularity. Put differently, there is a ‘discrepancy between what IR promises (an explanation or understanding of the international)’ on the
one hand, and ‘what mainstream perspectives deliver (a “particular” perspective on the international that is offered as the “universal” story)’ on the other.17

The limited attention paid to non-core actors’ understandings of ‘the international’ is one case in point. In fact, in IR theoretical examinations on the very concept of ‘the international’ are rather inadequate,18 let alone the conceptions of ‘the international’ as found in non-core contexts.19 To address this gap, I seek to examine the conceptions of ‘the international’ in Turkey so as to demonstrate how ‘the international’ is understood in one such non-core context. To achieve this, I follow those studies which suggest that there is ‘no essential, historically transcendent meaning we can confer upon the space of the international’.20

Yet, in the literature no framework has hitherto been developed for studying the conceptions of ‘the international’ in different contexts. This article aims to contribute by developing and offering one such framework. The proposed framework attempts to extract actors’ understandings of ‘the international’ by focusing on their views regarding ‘what’, ‘who’ and ‘where’ of world politics – namely, main dynamics of world politics, main actors of world politics, and location of world politics. Put differently, while I analyze the case of Turkey, I also offer an analytical framework for teasing out the conceptions of ‘the international’ in any given context. I do this by breaking down the components of conceptions of ‘the international’ into three questions: the ‘what’, ‘who’ and ‘where’ of world politics. These three questions, taken together, point to their conceptions of ‘the international.’ By the ‘main dynamic of world politics’ I mean the ‘basic ideas’ of the actors as to ‘what makes the world go around,’ i.e. the mechanisms through which world politics unfolds.21 By ‘main actors of world politics’ I mean those entities that are viewed by actors as shaping world politics. ‘The location of world politics’ refers to the question of ‘where does world politics take place?’ and it aims to understand actors’ views regarding ‘whether domestic and foreign affairs are separate or convergent’ or ‘whether any boundaries that differentiate them are firm or porous.22

The article applies this framework to the case of Turkey by analyzing the election manifestos and party programs of the political parties of the country. The selection of political parties stems from the fact that they have been one of the most influential actors in understanding Turkey’s political life.23 For studying political parties’ views, I employ discourse analysis as my method. Following Ó Tuathail and Agnew, discourse is understood here ‘as sets of socio-cultural resources used by people in the construction of meaning about their world and their activities’.24 The article will analyze the meanings political parties attribute to the realm of ‘the international’ through engaging with their discourses as found in their election manifestos and party programs. In what follows, after briefly introducing the party
system in Turkey, I look at ‘nationalist-right’, ‘center-right’, ‘Islamist-right’, ‘center-left’ and ‘pro-Kurdish’ parties respectively. I conclude by pointing out to the political parties’ shared characteristics so as to identify the contours of the conceptions of ‘the international’ in Turkey. I will suggest that these characteristics indicate crucial differences when the prevalent conceptions of ‘the international’ in IR scholarship is considered. This finding, in turn, reveals how IR scholarship would look like if ideas and experiences of non-core actors were considered.

The conceptions of ‘the international’ among Turkish political parties

In Turkey, political parties emerged in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. From the foundation of the Republic in 1923 until 1946, Turkey experienced a one-party system under the Republican People’s Party (Cumhuriyet Halk Partisi, CHP). With the transition to democracy thereafter, political parties’ significance and impact increased in Turkish politics. During the 1950s, there was a two-party system in which the CHP and Democratic Party (Demokrat Parti, DP) (1946–60) were the two major parties in the country. From 1960 to 1980, the number of political parties increased and a ‘fragmented’ multi-party system emerged as a result. This period ended with the 1980 coup which banned all political parties and established a military rule that lasted until 1983. Following the end of the military rule, a multi-party system was restored with the Motherland Party (Anavatan Partisi, ANAP) forming the governments until 1991. During the 1990s, Turkey experienced ‘extreme fragmentation’ and coalition governments. Since 2002, Turkey has been experiencing one-party majority governments under the Justice and Development Party (Adalet ve Kalkınma Partisi, AKP).

The following sections examine the political parties’ election manifestos and party programs published in the time period spanning from 1990 to 2015. The reasons for limiting the analysis to this period is related, firstly, to make the scope of the analysis more manageable. Secondly, the post–Cold War is an interesting period as the core parameters in world politics witnessed significant transformations. For Turkey, it was a period where the country’s location, role and identity were subject to intense debate.

Instead of focusing only on the political parties represented in the parliament, I choose to analyze those parties which gained at least one-million votes in the general elections. This decision is related with the ten percent election threshold in Turkey which undermines ‘the fairness of political representation’ regardless of the importance of political parties for understanding Turkish politics. Focusing on those parties that received at least one-million votes is one way to transcend this problem. The thirteen parties which qualified this criterion and are covered in the analysis include Democratic Left

Before I proceed, two caveats are in order. First, the conclusions of this article are limited to the examination of documents produced in the post-Cold War era. The language and particular references used in these documents can be traced back to discourses formed in earlier periods that precede the period under investigation. However, I have not attempted to trace such historical and linguistic linkages, continuities or changes. Rather, I am interested in examining how ‘the international’ is made sense of in Turkey in this particular era as an illustration for discussing IR’s assumption that its conception is universally valid. Second, although there are multiple contextual factors that lead to the emergence of particular understandings about world politics in Turkey, what this article aims to accomplish is limited to highlighting conceptions of ‘the international’ in discourses of the political parties. By doing this, I attempt to discuss what IR would look like if the conceptions of ‘the international’ as found in Turkey were also considered.

**Nationalist-right (MHP)**

The MHP is the successor of the Republican Peasant Farmer’s Nation Party (CKMP) (1948–69) which was the first nationalist-right party in Turkey. The party was named the MHP in 1969 and from then on it is known to be one of the largest and most significant representative of the nationalist-right in Turkey.

For the MHP, there are two main dynamics of world politics. First, the MHP views world politics as shaped by the ‘double standards and hypocrisy’ of powerful actors. These actors, who remain unspecified, seek to maintain the status quo which serves their interests, and they apply different standards toward less powerful actors. What emerges from such behaviors of powerful actors is, in their words, the ‘bandit law’ in world politics.34 For the MHP, the ‘bandit law’ refers to the powerful actors’ hypocritical ways of acting in world politics at the expense of some other actors, which creates a distrustful and hostile world for the latter. Accordingly, while powerful actors draw advantages from the current features of world politics, it is the ‘oppressed nations’ (mazlum milletler) that are most negatively affected by it.35 For the party, the ‘oppressed nations’ refers to Turkic and Muslim nations, which brings us to the second dynamic of world politics, according to the MHP.36

The second dynamic is Turkey’s centrality to world politics. For the MHP, Turkey is a ‘central country’ when the Turkic and Islamic worlds are
considered. The centrality of Turkey is explained with reference to its ‘pioneering’ role in preventing ‘blood and tears’ of Turkic and Islamic communities and helping them to recover their ‘dignity’. This role, so the argument goes, is related with historical and cultural ‘realities’ of Turkey. Even though the MHP does not specify what these ‘realities’ refer to, the party documents exclusively imply the existence of earlier polities, such as the Ottoman Empire, in these parts of the world. It is this attribution of centrality to Turkey that leads the party to consider it to be ‘the main target’ of aforementioned powerful actors of world politics. Indeed, in the party documents arguments such as Turkey being surrounded by a ‘circle of fire’ and a ‘belt of political plots’ and facing ‘exploitation and derogation in the hands of global powers’ are observed extensively.

As for the actors of world politics, the MHP considers states as the main actors of world politics. The importance of states does not only stem from the fact that it is their behaviors that shape world politics, but also from the belief that their existence and strength make the world more ‘peaceful.’ What this means is that states, as the most important human group, ensures the ‘survival’ of people in a ‘dangerous’ world. However, for the MHP there are certain actors who are more influential in shaping world politics than others. What renders these actors more influential is their ownership of certain material and non-material resources. Material elements include economic, military, technological, and demographic resources, whereas non-material resources are understood as the ability to shape dominant ideas in world politics. For the party, ‘human rights’ is one such idea which is a ‘tool’ in the hands of the powerful actors to ‘ignore or annihilate the national and humane rules’ and to ‘enlarge their networks of privilege.’ The party utilizes terms such as ‘external powers’ (diş güçler) to describe the actors who possess these resources. That said, these terms remain ambiguous in the party documents. For instance, while at one point it is ‘Western countries controlling the Security Council of the United Nations,’ at other times it is ‘global economic empires’ or ‘international civil society organizations’ that the party labels as ‘external powers.’

Regarding the location of world politics, the MHP focuses on the realm of inter-state relations. That said, the MHP has an inward-oriented view in that it exclusively focuses on how inter-state relations affect domestic politics, and not vice versa. In other words, for the MHP, the so-called powerful actors’ presumed ‘hostility’ to Turkey mostly manifests itself in Turkey’s internal affairs. This view can be extracted particularly from the party’s approach to the Kurdish problem and Turkey’s European Union (EU) membership process. Regarding the former, the MHP frequently underlines ‘the external dimension of terrorism’ which triggers terrorist activities through the help of ‘collaborators’ inside the country. As for the latter, the party argues
that the EU criteria ‘correspond with the expectations of the divisive elements’ within the country which target ‘our national unity and integrity.’

To summarize, the MHP views ‘the international’ as a ‘hierarchical’ realm in which Turkic and Islamic communities face various inequalities. This hierarchy, the MHP considers, is generated by some (unnamed) ‘powerful actors’ with the aim to serve their own interests. As for the location of world politics, the MHP puts emphasis on the effects of inter-state relations on domestic politics. These effects are mostly understood in negative terms, i.e. how the activities of other states trigger and intensify problems in domestic politics.

**Center-right (ANAP, DYP-DP, GP)**

Founded in 1983, the ANAP is a center-right political party which controlled the government single-handedly until 1991. The DYP is a successor of the DP (1946–60) and the Justice Party (AP) (1961–80), the former significant representatives of the center-right in Turkey. Following the closure of the AP, the DYP was established in 1983. Failure to pass the election threshold in the 2002 elections resulted in a change of leadership and the name of the party. Accordingly, in 2007 the DYP was renamed as the Democrat Party (DP). The GP is a center-right party which was founded in 2002 by a business tycoon, Cem Uzan. The party participated in the 2002 and 2007 elections.

In the documents of these center-right parties, two main dynamics of world politics, which are somewhat contradictory, are identified. Firstly, especially evident in the ANAP and the DYP, the main dynamic in world politics is understood as the neoliberal economy and the opportunities that it provides. This view is especially evident in parties’ take on globalization which is considered as ‘liberalization,’ i.e. believing that neoliberal policies would bring ‘prosperity, freedom, peace, and democracy for all.’ While incessantly underscoring the benefits of neoliberalism, the parties explain problems in the world with reference to inabilities of actors to comply with neoliberalism. For instance, while the DYP identifies poverty as one of the most significant problems in the world, it suggests that poverty is caused by rapid population growth which ‘stimulates misery and obstructs the prevention of hunger.’

The second understanding of the main dynamic of world politics, found especially in the DP and GP, considers the world as a ‘hostile’ and ‘distrustful’ place in which ‘the struggles over power, interest, and influence occur in merciless way.’ This presumed ‘hostility’ is considered to affect Turkey more than any other country and it is believed that it manifests itself in various different areas from culture to the economy in the country. Consider, for instance, the DP’s view on the EU. For the DP, Turkey’s EU membership process is ‘full of mines’ in that the EU’s ‘enforcements’ threaten Turkey’s ‘independence, national sovereignty, unity and integrity, and border security.’
As for the actors of world politics states are considered as the most important actors by center-right parties. However, since these parties differentiate states on the basis of their development levels, they view those economically developed, mostly ‘advanced Western countries’ as the main actors of world politics.\textsuperscript{53} The institutions that are established by these countries, among which European Community/Union and NATO stand out, are also given a considerable space in the documents.\textsuperscript{54}

In a rather contradictory manner, the DP and GP hold negative conceptions on these very actors. Accordingly, these parties criticize institutions, such as the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund (IMF), by arguing that they are ‘harmful’ to Turkey.\textsuperscript{55} These parties also utilize certain unspecified references, such as ‘external centers’ (\textit{diş oda\c{c}lar})\textsuperscript{56}) to voice the idea of an existence of actors who shape world politics in accordance with their own interests.

Concerning the location of world politics, the center-right parties focus on the realm of inter-state relations. However, two different understandings are held by different center-right parties in making sense of inter-state relations. The first one holds an inward-oriented understanding. Accordingly, the ‘struggles’ and ‘hostility’ in world politics are believed to manifest themselves in Turkey’s domestic affairs where actors who have ‘bad intensions’ against Turkey try to weaken the country.\textsuperscript{57} The second view, on the other hand, is informed by the notion of ‘globalization as internationalization.’\textsuperscript{58} Having a positive understanding of the increased level of state interactions (particularly regarding volumes of economic exchange) as a result of the process of globalization, this view has a favorable approach towards cooperative relations between countries.

To summarize, the center-right parties hold two different, and somewhat contradictory, conceptions of ‘the international’. On one hand this realm is considered as a hostile place where Turkey is targeted by some unspecified actors. On the other hand, neoliberal economy and developed countries dominate the center-right parties’ conception of ‘the international.’ The location of world politics is identified as inter-state relations in both understandings. Where the latter views the intensification of economic interactions between states as a positive phenomenon, the former has a negative and inward-oriented outlook in that the main concern is on how external actors generate various problems within domestic context.

\textit{Islamist-right (RP, FP, AKP)}

The RP was a successor of two previously established Islamist-right parties namely the National Order Party (\textit{MNP}) (1970–71) and the National Salvation Party (\textit{MSP}) (1972–80). As a result of the closure of the MSP in 1980, the RP was established in 1983. Until its closure on the grounds of violating
secularism in 1998, the RP remained as the most significant party of the Islam- 
mist-right. The FP was established in late 1997 with the cadres of the RP. 
However, on account of being a focal point of anti-secular activities, the FP 
was also closed down in 2001. The closure of the FP resulted in the emergence 
of two Islamist-right parties, one of which is the AKP.

The main dynamics of world politics are identified differently by different 
Islamist-right parties. Accordingly, for the RP, ‘Zionist conspiracies’ are the 
main dynamics in world politics.\(^5\) The primacy attributed to Zionism 
stems from the belief that there is a Zionist lobby which presumably ‘controls’ 
powerful countries and shapes widespread ideologies, such as capitalism and 
communism. The RP argues that Zionism aims to establish ‘the Greater Israel’ 
and thus it tries to weaken actors, particularly Muslims, who oppose this aim. 
For the RP, this dynamic is a reflection of a coming conflict between two civi-
lizations that are presumed to exist: a civilization that ‘prioritizes brute force’ 
(\textit{Kuvveti Üstün Tutan}) and one that ‘prioritizes the truth’ (\textit{Hakkı Üstün 
Tutan}). For the RP, the first civilization is represented by ‘the West’ (which 
is equated with ‘Zionism’) and the second is believed to belong to the 
Muslims and led by Turkey.\(^6\)

Different from the RP, and similar with certain center-right parties, the 
neoliberal economy is identified as the main dynamic in world politics by 
the FP and the pre-2007 AKP. In this view, the world is conceived as consist-
ing of developed and underdeveloped countries competing in an ‘inter-
national race’ shaped by the neoliberal world economy.\(^7\) The notion of 
civilization is also central for the FP’s and AKP’s understandings of world 
politics. In their views, civilizations are religiously defined and unchanging 
entities,\(^8\) providing states with characteristics informing their ‘national iden-
tity.’\(^9\) Particularly in the post-2007 documents of the AKP, civilizational 
relations are represented as central mechanisms through which world politics 
unfolds. For that, the AKP suggests that it ‘looks into foreign policy and world 
events through the perspective of civilizations.’\(^1\) The reason for this centrality 
is related with the belief that Turkey is the ‘core state’ in its ‘sphere of influ-
ice’ which is determined by its ‘civilizational basin’ consisting of Turkic and 
Islamic world. This civilization, in the view of the AKP, is a ‘decisive color in 
today’s world.’\(^2\) That said, while concurring with RP in terms of suggesting 
the existence of multiple civilizations, this view differs from the former in 
underscoring the possibility of peaceful relations between different 
civilizations.\(^3\)

Regarding the actors of world politics, the RP considers states as the main 
actors of world politics. However, in line with the centrality attributed to 
‘Zionist conspiracies,’ the RP identifies certain states, mainly Israel, the 
United States, and Western European states, as more significant than 
others. The RP utilizes the term ‘external powers’ to define these states. The 
views of the FP and pre-2007 AKP indicate a different take on the actors.
Particularly informed by their view on globalization (as a process in which capacities of states relatively decrease and power of local and supranational actors increase67), these parties underline the existence of multiple actors besides states shaping world politics. However, this understanding was dropped by the AKP in its post-2007 period and the primacy of states, especially great powers, was put forward by the party. This emphasis on great powers is informed by the AKP’s belief that Turkey is now one of the great powers of world politics.68

Such differences and shifts regarding the actors of world politics are also reflected in the Islamist-right parties’ understandings of power. Accordingly, power is understood both in material and non-material terms. While sharing similar ideas regarding material power, including economic, military, technological, and demographic elements, there are different views regarding non-material power. For instance, the RP argues that one of the resources that makes ‘Zionists’ powerful is their ability to mobilize the ideas portraying ‘the West’ as superior.69 In the documents of the FP and pre-2007 AKP, protection of human rights, democratization, and respecting rule of law are identified as non-material elements of power.70 In the post-2007 AKP, ‘soft power’, the capability to influence others through persuasion or attraction, becomes a central notion for understanding non-material power.71

Concerning the location of world politics, firstly, the RP has an inward-oriented understanding of inter-state relations which is evident in the party’s argument according to which Turkey is the ‘main target’ of Zionism.72 In this sense, the RP argues that the ‘external powers’ interfered directly into Turkey’s domestic affairs with the help of their ‘domestic collaborators.’73 Secondly, the views of the FP and pre-2007 AKP transcend this idea of inter-state relations and instead emphasize interactions between multiple actors and their relations as taking place beyond and below state boundaries. For instance, the AKP underscores how respecting human rights and being a democratic country exceed the borders of states and become concerns of the ‘world public.’74 However, this view has been replaced with an understanding according to which world politics is taking place between ‘great powers’ by the post-2007 AKP. This shift is informed by the changing ideas of the party about Turkey’s position in world politics: Turkey now is ‘equal’ to the other great powers and it is the very relations between these powers that shape world politics.

To summarize, the Islamist-right parties have divergent conceptions of world politics. As demonstrated by the case of the AKP, such divergence may exist even within one individual party. Although all Islamist-right parties view ‘the international’ as a realm of ‘diversity’ and/or ‘hierarchy,’ they identify different reasons for the emergence of such characteristics and propose different solutions to cope with them. Similar divergence also exists regarding the actors and location of world politics. Regarding the
former, the focus changes from Israel to sub-state and supra-state actors and to great powers. Regarding the latter, a suspicious view on inter-state relations, the idea that world politics takes place below and beyond state boundaries, and the primacy of relations between great powers coexist in Islamist-right parties.

**Center-left (CHP, DSP, SHP)**

The CHP was established in 1923 by the founder of the Republic, Mustafa Kemal Atatürk. The party identified itself as ‘the left of the center’ starting from the mid-1960s. The 1980 coup resulted in the closure of the party, and banned Bülent Ecevit, then the CHP’s leader, from politics. After his ban was lifted in 1985, Ecevit founded a new political party, the DSP, while the CHP was reopened again in 1992 under different leadership. The SHP was founded in 1985 as a successor of the CHP. In 1994, the SHP was closed down and merged with the CHP.

The center-left parties’ approach to the main dynamics of world politics is informed by two notions: one is ‘economy’, and the other is ‘civilization.’ However, the ways in which each party understands and attributes importance to these notions differ. Accordingly, for the SHP and DSP, economy is the main dynamic in world politics. However, the economy in its current manifestation is considered to be generating problems. The DSP underlines the problems initiated by unregulated economy and the ‘invisible hand’ principle of the liberal economic doctrine. The SHP concurs and argues that the liberal economy which ‘enriches particular people in narrow circles’ is the main cause of inequalities and injustices in the world. Such inequalities are problematized exclusively with reference to their negative effects on the independence of developing and underdeveloped states by the parties.

The second dynamic in world politics is considered as the rules and norms founded by the members of ‘contemporary civilization.’ The CHP and SHP understand the notion of civilization in a singular term, i.e. there is one ‘universal’ civilization possessing values such as development, technology, democracy, and human rights. The parties incessantly emphasize the necessity to ‘lift’ Turkey to the level of this civilization so as to ensure the ‘survival’ of the country. The DSP, on the other hand, understands civilization in multiple terms, meaning that there are different civilizations, such as Western and Islamic ones, and Turkey’s being a crucial actor in world politics depends on its acceptance of its multiple civilizational identities.

The center-left parties consider states as the actors of world politics. However, they view those states which belong to the ‘contemporary civilization’ as the most significant actors. In this sense, the parties exclusively point to the importance of the United States and Western European states. The institutions founded by these states, particularly NATO and European
Community/Union are also attributed great importance. However, the references to the main actors are not always crystal clear. Especially in the DSP and in certain documents of the CHP there are various ambiguous references to ‘external powers’ who are considered to be the most significant actors having ‘bad intentions’ towards Turkey.

The views on the main actors are also informed by the ways in which power is understood by the parties. Accordingly, there are both material and non-material sources of power. While material power is mostly associated with economy, technology, or military, non-material power is understood with regards to secularism, democracy and human rights. It is especially the notion of secularism that the parties prioritize in their understandings of non-material power. For them, ‘the greatest source of power for Turkey in the international realm is secularism’ which is considered to be the ‘cornerstone’ of various achievements of Turkey, from country’s national integrity to the protection of ‘contemporary and civilized state order and way of life.’

The parties identify inter-state relations as the location of world politics. However, there are two understandings that can be teased out in central-left parties’ take on this location. Firstly, such as in the case of the SHP, a positive outlook that underscores the importance of cooperative relations between states exists. Secondly, as it is evident in the DSP and CHP, there is also an inward-oriented view. This view focuses on the ‘threats’ posed by ‘external powers’ who utilize domestic ‘collaborators’ so as to weaken Turkey. For instance, the DSP argues that there are various actors, such as Russia, certain Middle Eastern countries, and Greece, who long for the ‘division’ of Turkey. For the CHP, terror has been utilized as ‘a covert and asymmetrical tool in international relations’ which aims to destabilize Turkey. For the party, there is also ‘an international strategy against secularism’ which ‘targets’ the country.

To summarize, the center-left parties view ‘the international’ as a hierarchical realm in which actors are differentiated based on two criteria: economy and civilization. The views on the actors point to two, somewhat contradictory, ideas. Firstly, states belonging to the ‘contemporary civilization’, are considered as the most significant actors. Secondly, there are ambiguous references towards ‘external powers,’ which include, but are not limited to, the very actors belonging to the ‘contemporary civilization.’ Regarding the location of world politics, a suspicious inward-oriented and positive cooperative inter-state relations idea exist in the documents of different parties.

**Pro-Kurdish (HADEP, DEHAP, HDP)**

The HADEP was established in 1994, as a successor of the People’s Labor Party (HEP) (1990–93) and the Democracy Party (DEP) (1993–94) which were closed down on the grounds that they engaged with separatist activities.
The HADEP was also closed down in 2003 on the same grounds and it was replaced with the DEHAP. The DEHAP was formed in 1997 and existed until 2005 when it merged with the Democratic Society Party (DTP) (2005–09). The HDP was founded in 2012.

Two views found in the documents of pro-Kurdish political parties point to their understandings of the main dynamic of world politics.91 Firstly, they argue that neoliberal economy is central mechanism through which world politics occurs.92 Neoliberalism is understood as a negative phenomenon in that it is considered as the main reason behind the problems of the world including ‘the economic gap between Northern and Southern Hemisphere,’ ecological degradation, and gender inequality.93 The second dynamic shaping world politics is considered to be the process through which a diffusion of state authority both towards supra-state as well as intra-state levels and increasing consciousness on human rights and ‘anti-democratic’ practices of states among the ‘world public’ become prevalent.94

This view on the main dynamics of world politics also manifests itself in the parties’ understanding of the actors of world politics. In this regard, two particular points can be emphasized. Firstly, although highlighting their centrality for world politics, pro-Kurdish parties are critical of states, in a way that does not exist in other political parties of Turkey. This criticism, although mostly centered on Turkey, is also directed to economically advanced countries who are initiating various inequalities in the world.95 Secondly, for the pro-Kurdish parties there are multiple other actors besides states shaping various aspects of world politics. These include subnational and transnational actors such as municipal bodies or international human rights organizations. In this sense, for the parties, the power of actors in world politics does not only stem from material resources but also from their approaches to human rights, rule of law and democracy.96

The view regarding the location of world politics suggests that there are multiple locations (local, national, and global) in which world politics unfolds and boundaries between them are ‘porous.’97 This multiplicity manifests itself in different issue areas, such as in economy through policies informed by neoliberalism that transcend state boundaries or in human rights discussions which have become a common concern for the world public.98 In this sense, for pro-Kurdish parties the location of world politics goes beyond inter-state relations.

To summarize, in the view of the pro-Kurdish parties, neoliberal economy and the diffusion of state authority make the world go around. Alongside states, which they are critical of, the pro-Kurdish parties point to sub-state and supra-state entities as the actors of world politics. These parties identify diverse local, national, and global realms as locations where world politics takes place.
Conclusion

This article analyzed the conceptions of ‘the international’ as found in one of the non-core actors of world politics, namely Turkey, by focusing on how the political parties of the country view main dynamics, main actors, and the locations of world politics. In doing so, it differentiates itself from the FPA literature (which examines the impact of ideational factors on foreign policy) by taking ‘the international’ as its central concept and discussing it with reference to IR theorizing. As detailed above, there are significant differences between political parties’ conceptions. Here, I will point to shared characteristics so that I can identify the contours of the conception of ‘the international’ in Turkey as an example of a non-core context. I will also discuss these conceptions’ implications for IR, so as to reveal what the mainstream of the discipline misses by overlooking non-core actors’ conceptions of ‘the international’.

One significant similarity between Turkey’s political parties regarding the main dynamic of world politics is that they all identify ‘hierarchy’ in world politics. For some, the source of such hierarchy is material, as with ‘inequality.’ While some explains this inequality with reference to ‘hypocritical behaviors’ or ‘secret intentions’ of ‘Western’ actors, some others point to neoliberal economy as the main source of inequality in world politics. Another source of hierarchy is explained with reference to non-material sources, particularly ‘civilization.’ While some parties view civilization in ‘evaluative-normative’ terms in a sense that for them ‘the world [is] divided into “civilized” and “less-than-civilized” categories’, some others consider it in ‘ethnographic’ terms, underscoring that there are multiple civilizations which either clash, or coexist peacefully.99 These views raise significant challenges to IR’s mainstream perspectives take on ‘the international’ which they consider as a realm of ‘anarchy’ under which juridically-equal sovereign states long for military power to ensure their ‘survival.’100 In doing so, they overlook how the ideas and experiences of non-core actors (in this case Turkey) point to ‘hierarchy’ in world politics.101 In understanding the material capabilities (mostly military) as central to how the world works, the mainstream perspectives do also overlook how non-core actors make sense of the world through the prism of non-material factors as well.

Concerning the second component of ‘the international’, i.e. the main actors of world politics, one common characteristic shared by political parties is the idea of ‘diversity’ between states in world politics. Similar to the first finding on hierarchy, diversity is not only understood materially, but also ideationally. In this sense, what makes some states more important than others in world politics is not only related with their material capabilities but also with their non-material characteristics (such as civilizational identities) or their abilities to influence and shape dominant ideas and representations in world politics. Secondly, when making sense of the powerful
actors, a majority of the political parties utilize vague and ambivalent\textsuperscript{102} notions, such as ‘external powers.’ These findings, in turn, challenge the mainstream theories’ views on actors in a twofold manner. Firstly, the idea of ‘diversity’ goes beyond mainstream theories’ understandings of states as ‘like units,’ domestic characteristics of which do not affect world politics.\textsuperscript{103} Secondly, the findings contest the mainstream perspectives’ great power-centric ways of theorizing world politics. This is because while it is well recognized by the political parties that some actors are more important than others in world politics, these actors do not always consist of great powers as it is traditionally understood in the literature. The centrality of certain middle powers (such as Israel) or some unspecified non-state actors (such as ‘international civil society organizations’) for political parties is a case in point.

Finally, Turkey’s political parties identify inter-state relations as the main location of world politics. For them, domestic and foreign realms are separate. Yet, the majority of the political parties view inter-state relations in an inward-oriented manner. That is to say, they are primarily concerned with the incessant influence (understood mostly in negative terms) of the external realm on shaping the dynamics within the domestic domain. This view goes against the prevalent idea in mainstream theories which deems the study of domestic politics unnecessary in studying world politics. This is because for them the interactions between great powers alone explain where world politics unfolds.\textsuperscript{104} Yet, in Turkey the dominant idea associates domestic developments, both in Turkey and elsewhere, with the activities of those actors residing ‘outside.’ In fact, there is a widespread view shared by a majority of the political parties that world politics mostly manifests itself within a country, in this case Turkey.

Notes

1. Seth, “Historical Sociology.”
2. Throughout the article, the term ‘core’ refers to the Western European and North American actors, while ‘non-core’ refers to those actors who are ‘less influential,’ ‘non-dominant,’ and/or ‘non-privileged’ in world politics; Waever and Tickner, “Introduction,” 1.
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52. Ibid., 97–8.
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